This paper studies three techniques that improve the quality of N-best hypotheses through additional regeneration process. Unlike the multi-system consensus approach where multiple translation systems are used, our improvement is achieved through the expansion of the Nbest hypotheses from a single system. We explore three different methods to implement the regeneration process: redecoding, n-gram expansion, and confusion network-based regeneration. Experiments on Chinese-to-English NIST and IWSLT tasks show that all three methods obtain consistent improvements. Moreover, the combination of the three strategies achieves further improvements and outperforms the baseline by 0.81 BLEU-score on IWSLT'06, 0.57 on NIST'03, 0.61 on NIST'05 test set respectively.
Introduction
State-of-the-art Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) systems usually adopt a two-pass search strategy (Och, 2003; Koehn, et al., 2003) as shown in Figure 1 . In the first pass, a decoding algorithm is applied to generate an N-best list of translation hypotheses, while in the second pass, the final translation is selected by rescoring and re-ranking the N-best translations through additional feature functions. The fundamental assumption behind using a second pass is that the generated N-best list may contain better transla-tions than the best choice found by the decoder. Therefore, the performance of a two-pass SMT system can be improved from two aspects, i.e. scoring models and the quality of the N-best hypotheses.
Rescoring pass improves the performance of machine translation by enhancing the scoring models with more global sophisticated and discriminative feature functions. The idea for applying two passes instead of one is that some global feature functions cannot be easily decomposed into local scores and computed during decoding. Furthermore, rescoring allows some feature functions, such as word and n-gram posterior probabilities, to be estimated on the N-best list (Ueffing, 2003; Chen et al., 2005; Zens and Ney, 2006) .
In this two-pass method, translation performance hinges on the N-best hypotheses that are generated in the first pass (since rescoring occurs on these), so adding the translation candidates generated by other MT systems to these hypotheses could potentially improve the performance. This technique is called system combination (Bangalore et al., 2001; Matusov et al., 2006; Sim et al., 2007; Rosti et al., 2007a; Rosti et al., 2007b) .
We have instead chosen to regenerate new hypotheses from the original N-best list, a technique which we call regeneration. Regeneration is an intermediate pass between decoding and rescoring as depicted in Figure 2 . Given the original N-best list (N-best1) generated by the decoder, this regeneration pass creates new translation hypotheses from this list to form another N-best list (N-best2). These two N-best lists are then combined and given to the rescoring pass to derive the best translation.
We implement three methods to regenerate new hypotheses: re-decoding, n-gram expansion and confusion network. Re-decoding (Rosti et al., 2007a) based regeneration re-decodes the source sentence using original LM as well as new trans-lation and reordering models that are trained on the source-to-target N-best translations generated in the first pass. N-gram expansion (Chen et al., 2007) regenerates more hypotheses by continuously expanding the partial hypotheses through an n-gram language model trained on the original N-best translations. And confusion network generates new hypotheses based on confusion network decoding (Matusov et al., 2006) , where the confusion network is built on the original N-best translations.
Confusion network and re-decoding have been well studied in the combination of different MT systems (Bangalore et al., 2001; Matusov et al., 2006; Sim et al., 2007; Rosti et al., 2007a; Rosti et al., 2007b) . Researchers have used confusion network to compute consensus translations from the outputs of different MT systems and improve the performance over each single systems. (Rosti et al., 2007a ) also used re-decoding to do system combination by extracting sentence-specific phrase translation tables from the outputs of different MT systems and running a phrase-based decoding with this new translation table. Finally, N-gram expansion method (Chen et al., 2007) collects sub-strings occurring in the N-best list to produce alternative translations.
This work demonstrates that a state-of-the-art MT system can be further improved by means of regeneration which expands its own N-best translations other than taking the translation candidates from the other MT systems.
Figure 1: Structure of a typical two-pass machine translation system. N-best translations are generated by the decoder and the 1-best translation is returned after rescored with additional feature functions. 
SMT Process
Phrase-based statistical machine translation systems are usually modeled through a log-linear framework (Och and Ney, 2002) . By introducing the hidden word alignment variable a (Brown et al., 1993) , the optimal translation can be searched for based on the following criterion:
where is a string of phrases in the target lan- (Och, 2003) . Our MT baseline system is based on Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007) with word alignment obtained from GIZA++ . The translation model (TM), lexicalized word reordering model (RM) are trained using the tools provided in the open source Moses package. Language model (LM) is trained with SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with modified KneserNey smoothing method (Chen and Goodman, 1998) .
Regeneration Methods
Given the original N-best translations, regeneration pass is to generate M new target translations which are not seen in the original N-best choices.
Regeneration with Re-decoding
One way of regeneration is by running the decoding again to obtain new hypotheses through a re-decoding process (Rosti et al., 2007a) . In this work, the same decoder (Moses) is used to produce the new M-best translations using a new translation model and reordering model trained over the word-aligned source input and original N-best target hypotheses. Although the target-tosource phrase alignments are available in the original N-best hypotheses, to enlarge the difference between the new M-best translations and the original N-best translations, we re-align the words using GIZA++.
Weights of the decoder are re-optimized by the tool in the Moses package over the development set. The process of such a re-decoding is summarized as follows:
1. Run GIZA++ to align the words between the source input and target N-best translations; 2. Train translation and reordering model; 3. Optimize the weights of the decoder with the new models; 4. Decode the source input by using new models and new weights to generate N+M distinct translations ("distinct" here refers to the target language string only, not considering the phrase segmentation, etc.); 5. Output M-best translations which are not seen in the original N-best translations. Re-decoding on test set follows the same steps, but without the tuning step, step 3.
Regeneration with N-gram Expansion
N-gram expansion (Chen et al., 2007) combines the sub-strings occurred in the original N-best translations to generate new hypotheses. Firstly, all n-grams from the original N-best translations are collected. Then the partial hypotheses are continuously expanded by appending a word through the n-grams collected in the first step. We explain this method in more detail using the following example.
Suppose we have four original hypotheses shown in Figure 3 . Firstly, we collect all the 3-grams from the original hypotheses. The first ngrams of all original entries in the N-best list are set as the initial partial hypotheses. They are: it's 5 minutes, it is 5, it's about 5 and i walk 5. Then the expansion of a partial hypothesis starts by computing the set of n-grams matching its last n-1 words. As shown in Figure 4 , the n-gram 5 minutes on matches the last two words of the partial hypothesis it's about 5 minutes. So the hypothesis is expanded to it's about 5 minutes on. The expansion continues until the partial hypothesis ends with a special end-of-sentence symbol that occurs at the end of all N-best strings. Figure 5 shows some new hypotheses that are generated from the example in Figure 3 . This is an example excerpted from our development data. One reference is also given in Figure 5 ; the first new generated hypothesis is equal to this reference. But unfortunately, there is no such hypothesis in the original N-best translations.
During the new hypotheses generation, the translation outputs of a given source sentence are computed through a beam-search algorithm with a log-linear combination of the feature functions. In addition to n-gram frequency and n-gram posterior probability which have been used in (Chen et al., 2007) , we also used language model, direct/inverse IBM model 1, and word penalty in this work. The size of the beam is set to N+M, to ensure more than M new hypotheses are generated.
Original hypotheses 1. it's 5 minutes on foot . 2. it is 5 minutes on foot . 3. it's about 5 minutes' to walk . 4. i walk 5 minutes .
n-grams it's 5 minutes, 5 minutes on, …… on foot ., about 5 minutes …… 5 minutes . 
Regeneration with Confusion Network
Confusion network based regeneration builds a confusion network over the original N-best hypotheses, and then extracts M-best hypotheses from it. The word order in the N-best translations could be very different, so we need to choose a hypothesis with the "most correct" word order as the confusion network skeleton (alignment reference), then align and reorder other hypotheses in this word order.
Some previous work compute the consensus translation under MT system combination, which differ from ours in the way of choosing the skeleton and aligning the words. Matusov et al. (2006) let every hypothesis play the role of the skeleton once and used GIZA++ to get word alignment. Bangalore et al. (2001) , Sim et al. (2007) , Rosti et al. (2007a) , and Rosti et al. (2007b) chose the hypothesis that best agrees with other hypotheses on average as the skeleton. Bangalore et al. (2001) used a WER based alignment and Sim et al. (2007) , Rosti et al. (2007a) , and Rosti et al. (2007b) used minimum Translation Error Rate (TER) based alignment to build the confusion network.
it's 5 minutes on foot .
Original hypotheses 2. it is 5 minutes on foot . Choosing alignment reference: Since the Nbest translations are ranked, choosing the first best hypothesis as the skeleton is straightforward in our work.
3. it's about 5 minutes' to walk . 4. i walk 5 minutes . ε it's 5 minutes on foot . Alignments it 5 minutes on foot . is Aligning words: As a confusion network can be easily built from a one-to-one alignment, we develop our algorithm based on the one-to-one assumption and use competitive linking algorithm (Melamed, 2000) for our word alignment. Firstly, an association score is computed for every possible word pair from the skeleton and sentence to be aligned. Then a greedy algorithm is applied to select the best word-alignment. In this paper, we use a linear combination of multiple association scores, as suggested in (Kraif and Chen, 2004) . As the two sentences to be aligned are in the same language, the association scores are computed on the following four clues. They are cognate (S about it's 5 minutes' to walk . 1 ), word class (S 2 ), synonyms (S 3 ), and position difference (S 4 ). The four scores are linearly combined with empirically determined weights as shown is Equation 2.
Reordering words: After word alignment, the words in all other hypotheses are reordered to match the word order of the skeleton. The aligned words are reordered according to their alignment indices. The unaligned words are reordered in two strategies: moved with its previous word or next word. In this work, additional experiments suggested that moving the unaligned word with its previous word achieve better performance. In the case that the first word is unaligned, it will be moved with its next word. Each word is assigned a score based on a simple voting scheme. Figure 6 shows an example of creating a confusion network. Extracting M-best translations: New translations are extracted from the confusion network. We again use beam-search algorithm to derive new hypotheses. The same feature functions proposed in Section 3.2 are used to score the partial hypotheses. Moreover, we also use position based word probability (i.e. in Figure 6 , the words in position 5, "on" scored a probability of 0.5, and " ε " scored a probability of 0.25) as a feature function. Figure 6 shows some examples of new hypotheses generated through confusion network regeneration. 4. i about 5 minutes to work . 
Rescoring model
Since the final N+M-best hypotheses are produced either from different methods or same decoder with different models, local feature functions of each hypothesis are not directly comparable, and thus inadequate for rescoring. We hence exploit rich global feature functions in the rescoring models to compensate the loss of local feature functions. We apply the following 10 feature functions and optimize the weight of each feature function using the tool in Moses package.
• direct and inverse IBM model 1 and 3 • association score, i.e. hyper-geometric distribution probabilities and mutual information • lexicalized word/block reordering rules (Chen et al., 2006) • 6-gram target LM • 8-gram target word-class based LM, wordclasses are clustered by GIZA++ • length ratio between source and target sentence • question feature (Chen et al., 2005) • linear sum of n-grams relative frequencies within N-best translations (Chen et al., 2005) • n-gram posterior probabilities within the Nbest translations (Zens and Ney, 2006) • sentence length posterior probabilities (Zens and Ney, 2006) 5 Experiments data Chinese English
Tasks
We carried out two sets of experiments on two different datasets. One is in spoken language domain while the other is on newswire corpus. Both experiments are on Chinese-to-English translation. Experiments on spoken language domain were carried out on the Basic Traveling Expression Corpus (BTEC) (Takezawa et al., 2002) Chinese-to-English data augmented with HITcorpus 1 . BTEC is a multilingual speech corpus which contains sentences spoken by tourists. 40K sentence-pairs are used in our experiment. HITcorpus is a balanced corpus and has 500K sentence-pairs in total. We selected 360K sentencepairs that are more similar to BTEC data according to its sub-topic. Additionally, the English sentences of Tanaka corpus 2 were also used to train our LM. We ran experiments on an IWSLT 3 challenge track which uses IWSLT-2006 4 DEV clean text set as development set and IWSLT-2006 TEST clean text as test set. Table 3 : Translation performances (BLEU% and NIST scores) of IWSLT task: decoder (1-best), rescoring on original 1,200 N-best (RESC1) and 2,000 N-best hypotheses (RESC2), re-decoding (RD), n-gram expansion (NE), confusion network (CN) and combination of all hypotheses (COMB).
Results
We set N = 800 and M = 400 for IWSLT task, i.e. 800 distinct translations for each source input are extracted from the decoder and used for regeneration; and 400 new hypotheses are generated for each regeneration system: re-decoding (RD), n-gram expansion (NE) and confusion network (CN). System COMB combines the original Nbest and the three regenerated M-best hypotheses lists (totally, 2,000 distinct hypotheses: 800 + 3 × 400). Then each system computes the 1-best translation through rescoring and re-ranking its hypotheses list. For comparison purpose, the performance of rescoring on two sets of original Nbest translations are also computed and they are applied based on 1,200 (RESC1) and 2,000 (RESC2) distinct hypotheses extracted from the decoder. For NIST task, we set N = 1,600, and M = 800, thus, RESC2 and COMB compute 1- Table 4 : Translation performances (BLEU% and NIST scores) of NIST task: decoder (1-best), rescoring on original 2,400 N-best (RESC1) and 4,000 N-best hypotheses (RESC2), re-decoding (RD), n-gram expansion (NE), confusion network (CN) and combination of all hypotheses (COMB).
Reference
No tax is needed for this item . Thank you . RESC2 you don't have to do not need to pay duty on this . thank you . best from 4,000 (1,600 + 3 800) distinct hypotheses.
×
Our evaluation metrics are BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and NIST, which are to perform caseinsensitive matching of n-grams up to n = 4. The translation performance of IWSLT task and NIST task is reported in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. The row "1-best" reports the scores of the translations produced by the decoder. The column "#hypo" means the size of the N-best hypotheses involved in rescoring. Note that on top of the same global feature functions as mentioned in Section 4, the local feature functions used during decoding were also involved in rescoring RESC1 and RESC2.
First of all, we note that both BLEU and NIST scores of the first decoding step were improved through rescoring. If rescoring was applied after regeneration on the N+M best lists, additional improvements were gained for all the development and test sets on all three regeneration systems. Absolute improvement on BLEU score of 0.4-0.6 on IWSLT'06 test set and 0.25-0.35 on NIST test sets were obtained when compared with system RESC1. Comparing the performance of three regeneration methods, we can see that re-decoding and confusion network based method achieved very similar improvement; while n-gram expansion based regeneration obtained slightly better improvement than the other two methods. Combining all regenerated hypotheses with the original hypotheses further increased the scores on both tasks. Compared with RESC2, system COMB obtained absolute improvement of 0. 81 (31.36 -30.55 ) BLEU score on IWSLT'06 test set, ) BLEU score on ) BLEU score on NIST'05 respectively.
We further illustrate the effectiveness of the regeneration mechanism using some translation examples obtained from system RESC2 and COMB as shown in Table 5 .
Discussion
To better interpret the performance improvement; first let us check if the regeneration pass has produced better hypotheses. We computed the oracle scores on all four 1,200-best lists in IWSLT task. The oracle chooses the translation with the lowest word error rate (WER) with respect to the references in all cases. The results are reported in Table 6 . It is worth noticing that the first 800-best (original N-best) hypotheses are the same in all four lists, with differences found only in the remaining 400 hypotheses (M-best). The consistent improvement of oracle scores shows that the tra theses contain better ones than the original ones. nslation candidates have been really improved. From another viewpoint, Table 7 shows the number of translations generated by each method in the final translation output (translations of COMB). After re-ranking N+3M entries, it is observed that more than 25% (e.g. for IWSLT'06 test set, (50+74+39)/500=32.6%; NIST'03 test set, (77+85+68)/919=25.1%; NIST'05 test set, (95+110+82)/1082=26.5%) of best scored outputs were generated by the regeneration pass, showing that new generated translations are quite often the rescoring winner. This also proved that the new-generated hypo Table 7 : Number of translations generated by each method in the final translation output of system COMB: decoder (Orig.), re-decoding (RD), n-gram expansion (NE) and confusion network (CN). "Tot." is the size of the dev/test set. Federico. 2005. The ITC-irst SMT System for Then, let us consider each single regeneration method to understand why regeneration can produce better hypotheses. Re-decoding may introduce new and better phrase-pairs which are extracted from the N-best hypotheses to the translation model thus generate better hypotheses. Ngram expansion can (almost) fully exploit the search space of target strings, which can be generated by an n-gram LM. As a result, it can produce alternative translations which contain word re-orderings and phrase structures not considered by the search algorithm of the decoder (Chen, et al., 2007) . Confusion network based regeneration reinforces the word choice by considering the posterior probabil
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel three-pass SMT framework against the typical two-pass system. This framework enhanced the quality of the translation candidates generated by our proposed regeneration pass and improved the final translation performance. Three regeneration methods were introduced, namely, re-decoding, word-based n-gram expansio twork based regeneration. Experiments were based on the state-of-the-art phrase-based decoder and carried out on the IWSLT and NIST Chinese-to-English task. We showed that all three methods improved the performance with the n-gram expansion method achieving the greatest improvement. Moreover, the combination of the th oves the performance. We conclude that translation performance can be improved by increasing the potential of translation candidates to contain better translations. We have presented an alternative solution to ameliorate the quality of translation candidates in a way that differs from system combination which takes translations from other MT systems. We demonstrated that the translation performance could be self-boosted by expanding
